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5 ½ Hero’s Journey mentors you 

didn’t even know you had! 

You have to have a mentor on your Hero’s Journey. 

But what if that call to your mentor is going straight to 

voice mail? 

 

Try these “wise ones” to get a new perspective or a 

unique solution to a problem. 

 

If we expand our idea of what or who can help us and 

give us advice, the entire universe opens up to help us 

on our Hero’s Journey. 
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A mentor can 

be a natural  

element like 

a leaf or the 

sun or the 

ocean or a 

mushroom or 

a rock or 

clover or a 

rose or a 

river or farm 

soil or amber 

or a cloud or 

thunder… 

Think of any natural element.  

What advice would your chosen 

natural element give you? 
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A mentor can 

be an animal 

like a honey 

badger or a 

bee or a 

mosquito or 

a giraffe or 

your dog or 

cat or a 

sparrow or a 

fox or a 

snake or a 

cow or an ant 

or a horse… 

Think of any animal.  

What advice would your chosen 

animal give you? 
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A mentor can 

be a 

superhero like 

The Hulk or 

She-Ra or The 

Flash or 

Batgirl or 

Robin or The 

Thing or Dark 

Nebula or 

Invicta or 

Superman or 

Ms. Marvel or 

Storm or 

Wonder 

Woman… 

Think of any superhero.  

What advice would your chosen 

superhero give you? 
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A mentor can 

be a song like 

The Eye of the 

Tiger or Save 

the World or 

Lift Me Up or 

Unstoppable 

or Ain’t No 

Mountain 

High Enough 

or Don’t Stop 

Believing or 

Get Up Stand 

Up… 

Think of a powerful song.  

What advice would your chosen 

song give you? 
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A mentor can 

be a 

supernatural 

being like an 

Angel or a 

Fairy or a 

Relative’s 

Spirit or a 

Time Traveler 

or a Saint or 

a Patronus or 

a Goddess or 

God… 

Think of any supernatural being. 

What advice would your chosen 

supernatural being give you? 

Photo by Robert Lukeman on Unsplash 
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  Someone you 

really don’t 

like could be: 

an Ex or that 

boss you have 

no respect for 

or that co-

worker who 

just drives you 

crazy… Even if 

you don’t do 

this one, the 

half comes 

from planting 

the idea in 

your mind. 

Feeling brave? Here’s the 1/2… 

Think of someone you really, really, really 

don’t like.  

 

Dr. Wayne Dyer said “Your soulmate is the 

person you can’t stand.” Often the people 

that challenge (and irritate) you the most in 

life are the ones you can learn the most 

from. 

 

What advice would your chosen person give 

you? You don’t have to take it; just think 

about it. 

Photo by Robert Lukeman on Unsplash 



Are you thinking differently about who or what can help you as 

you travel on your Hero’s Journey? 

 

Often asking for help from anyone is the hardest part of 

completing a Hero’s Journey and you just can’t complete a Hero’s 

Journey alone. 

 

A good reason to ask for help is that when you request help, you 

allow that person to give you a gift of assistance--a very good 

feeling gift. 

 

What happens when you see your life as a Hero’s Journey? 

Visit Exploring the Magic of Your Hero’s Journey for more ideas. 

 
Exploring the Magic of Your Hero’s Journey by Pat Edwards is available on 

Amazon, Barnes & Noble, and Kobo. 
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